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1.0  Global Calling-for-help Centre Principles:

1.1 Introduction (reasons to start up this organization)

	In the world there are a large number of local communities that face poverty problems they can not solve on their own.

Existing institutions can only help a small percentage of these communities.
There are many people in the world willing to offer their assistance, but they can not find proper targeting places to offer their help because of the limit of information.
At the moment there is no mechanism that can connect people willing to give their help and people in need of help together.  There are some small scale initiatives that offer direct help to local communities, but yet no mechanism will be able to handle a large number of people and a large number of locations all over the world.
All around the world online volunteers can come together and help local communities currently bogged in poverty with the help of the Internet.
With the coming of the Internet it should be possible to start up an online global center---“Global Calling-for-help Center” to organize this kind of help in the global village.
Our project’s slogan:  Help Local Communities Behind your Computer

1.2 Ambition

The Global Calling-for-help Center’s ambition is to create a mechanism that will enable the problems of local communities to be solved on a scale that really matters. This online global center’s mechanism will be able to help a large number of communities all over the world.

1.3 Mission

The Global Calling-for-help Center’s mission is to help the local communities all over the world to fight against poverty by giving them access to the huge reservoir of resources (knowledge, solutions, energy and money) that is available elsewhere.

This definition has three elements:

1.3 A. Problem solving capability of local communities
Given certain conditions most local communities are perfectly able to solve their own poverty problems. With proper access to the right kinds of resources they will often be able to solve their problems themselves. However: in many cases they can’t get to these resources. Because they Don’t:
	know their way around the internet

have the contacts of NGOs willing to give them help from all over the world
have the time to search for resources
speak sufficient English, Spanish or French
This is where the online volunteers all around the world can give help to these local communities.

1.3 B. Giving access
How can the local communities get access to the large pool of resources that exists in the world?  Through the online volunteers all over the world.  A person, wherever he or she comes from, can first register as an online volunteer on the online Global Calling-for-Help Center, and then he or she can start helping a local community only by working in front of the computer at home.  The role of the online volunteer is primarily that of intermediary. They bring all the resources of the internet and the international community(NGOs all around the world)  within reach of the local community. In the world there is a huge reservoir of knowledge, tried and proven solutions, energy and money waiting to be channelled to the right place. These online volunteers use their skills, knowledge, contacts, time and energy to build a bridge between the local communities and these resources all over the world.

“Giving access” means that online volunteers:
search for and identify resources
screen and weigh the resources, select the right resources
organize the transfer of the resources from elsewhere to the local communities.

1.4  An example
Suppose a local community in Uganda, Africa suffers from flooding by a river. They know exactly how to build the dam to prevent this from happening; they have enough manpower to do the job. The only thing they lack is money(funding).   They could send letters to Global Calling-for-help Center to ask for help.  Then an online village Once the Global Calling-for-Help Center approves a local community’s petition of asking for help, an online village will be created and registered online volunteers can begin helping this local community online.  Usually the Center can include hundreds of online villages.  These villages represent hundreds of local communities all over the world struggling in poverty. will be created on the Internet.  Online registered volunteers can gather together on the Internet to help provide this resource. The first thing online volunteers can do is to identify the potential funding resources, using the internet to find contacting information about NGOs all over the world willing to donate money, and then send fund raising proposals to these organizations.    When funding resources have been found, the online volunteers can help organize the transfer of the resource(funding) to the local community in Uganda.  

1.5 Academic Background on Why the Institution of the Global Calling-for-Help Center can be efficient

Here we introduce a phrase first put forward by Ronald Coase (1937), a famous New Institutional Economist, to strengthen our explanation----“transaction cost”. This phrase means what one has to pay and what one has to spend during the process of exchanging activities.  The transaction cost includes the cost of getting information, the cost of negotiation, the cost of administration, the cost of staff training, etc.  To put it simple, transaction cost contains all the other indirect costs aside from direct production cost.  And transaction cost constitutes the major part of all human economic activities, sometimes even more essential than the cost of productive activities.  The successor of Coase, Douglass North (1981), also a representative of the New Institutional Economics, once pointed out clearly: “effective institution can greatly reduce the transaction cost, which turns out to be a decisive force to urge the economic development.” 

Back to the start up of the online Global Calling-for-Help Center, the administration cost of this center can greatly be lowered, since most of the activities are arranged online rather than on site.  Apart from several core management team members, nearly all the other staffs and online volunteers can meet online, sitting in front of one’s own computer to solve the problems.  The administration cost only includes the fee of this center’s online web-hosting place and a small on-site headquarter where the core management team members can work together.  The cost of searching information, the cost of setting up on-site subsidiaries all over the world, the cost of hiring staffs all over the world to administrate this Global NGO, etc, can all be lessened.

In sum, based on the reasons above, this online center can be an efficient institution, more efficient and cost-saving than many on-site NGOs.

2.0 Structure of the Global Calling-for-Help Center ( Management Team Structure) :
President---- responsible for the Global Center’s administration
6 Online Community Managers--- responsible for the online villages around 6 continents all over the world, work with online village facilitators and local representatives For the explanations about online village facilitators and local representatives, please refer to “online village members” and provide guidelines and help if necessary.  Also responsible for hiring qualified village facilitator trainees and train them to be qualified facilitators.
Online Village members:
	An online village can consist of a local representative, a facilitator, online volunteers and a place where they can meet and speak to each other (the village website on the online Global Calling-for-help Center)

The local representative speaks on behalf of the local community and is the linking pin between the local community and the facilitator (and through the facilitator with the other online volunteers). Preferably the local representative is a member of the local community, for instance, a representative of the local community in Uganda facing the problem of lacking money to build a dam to prevent the village from the flood.  The local representative has access to the Internet and preferably speaks English. 
The facilitator is the counterpart of the local representative and the online volunteers.  He or She hosts the online village and leads the problem solving. 
The online volunteers work with the facilitator to solve the local problem
Facilitators and online volunteers are all volunteers. The local representatives can be either volunteers or be paid for by the local organizations they work for.

2.1 The Local Representative

The local representative need to:
	Speak on behalf of the local community

Provide a reliable local agenda
Co-operate in formulating specific questions for the online volunteers to work on
Give timely feedback to the facilitator about solutions, information and questions the facilitator presents to him
Post small news items about the local people ( for instance, people in one local community of Uganda )  The reason why this kind of news items are needed will be explained later in the “2.3 Fuel for the online community” section.
Act as a filter between the village facilitator and the local community. The local representative decides what solutions and questions are put to the local community
Have access to the internet regularly
Preferably be able to read and write in English

2.2 The facilitator

The facilitator need to:
	Draft project management plans to divide an ultimate goal of an online village into smaller steps and tasks For more concrete discription please refer to “3.0 the website structure of the Global Calling-for-Help Center” section. .

	Be strongly involved with the online village and its problems

Keep the online volunteers focused on solving the problem of the online village
Protect the local representative from too much information and questions
Act as a filter between the online volunteers and the local representative. The facilitator decides what solutions and questions are put to the local representative
Have experience with hosting online communities
Use message writer to send out mass emails to registered online volunteers and attract new online volunteers to his or her hosting village
Guide new online volunteers into the discussions
Send out an e-mail newsletter on the project’s status every two weeks to all the online volunteers involved in the online village
Check his or her village website daily
Take actions against misbehaving online volunteers, together with village website management
Report to the local representative regularly about the progress being made


2.3 Fuel for the online community

Online volunteers are attracted to one of the Global Calling-for-Help Center’s online Villages primarily because they have an emotional link with the location and in the second place because they care about the issue. Place and issue are the reasons why people join a Village. When they have joined a stronger bond will be developed. They will get to know the local representative, the facilitator and other online volunteers, person to person. This will be a strong motivating factor to let online volunteers remain involved in the online village. The person to person ties that develop will be the fuel for the online community. These ties need to be built up and maintained by personal stories and photos from the local community. For this reason, it is strongly recommended that the local representative post a small news item about the local people and life in the local community on the village website every week.

2.4 Professional solutions

To be of value for the local communities the online volunteers must generate professional in contrast to amateur solutions. Else the local communities will get discouraged and will turn elsewhere for help. In that case the Calling-for-Help Center will have failed. This is a point of great importance: How can the online village facilitators ensure that the solutions they put forward to the local communities are of high quality?

2.5 No ‘swamping’ of local representatives

Swamping the local representatives with questions and information should be avoided. For various reasons, if the local representative only sees questions and information that is not relevant, he will get doubts about the usefulness of the online volunteer’s assistance and the Center’s mechanism. The online volunteers are supposed to deliver solutions, not questions.

Of course there will be situations in which feedback from the local representative is necessary. In that case the facilitator will contact the local representative after he has thought twice about the necessity of asking the local representative for input.

To avoid swamping the local representatives, the following communications procedure is necessary. In the normal case only the facilitator has direct contact with the local representative. He puts solutions to him, reports regularly on progress being made and ask for additional information if necessary. Normally the local representative does not participate in the problem solving discussions on the online village website. The local representative is only supposed to post a story or photo about the local community every week.

3.0. The Website structure of the “Global Calling-for-Help Center”

This online center website can consist of its homepage, pages related to the homepage (information tabs) and a number of ‘ Online Villages’ ( Each village represents a local community that faces the problem of extreme poverty and a project is currently launched by the local representative and the village facilitator to solve the problem)

Each online Village is divided into its Village Pages ( made up of background, local news, online discussion area) and its Project Overview.

The Project Overview contains the Issue, Project, Steps and Tasks.

3.1 Issue

The Issue describes a specific and concrete problem that frustrates or blocks a Local Community in its efforts to create a better and sustainable future for its people. The description briefly explains how the problem keeps the community away from progress and indicates a vision on where the community wants to go in the 5 to 10 years to come.

3.2 Project 

Once the Issue has been identified an ultimate goal need to be outlined to help solve this issue. This goal becomes the Project. It is a step by step process that eventually leads to concrete results for the online village ( eventually help the community solve its problem),   The Project should be able to be solved in 12 months (but some bigger projects may take longer). 

3.3. Steps

A project might be too big a goal to be solved within a short time.  So, usually a project can be divided into concrete steps.  The result of a Step is usually a concrete result. The Steps will, when all finished, lead to the completion of the Project.   Furthermore, Steps can be made up of even smaller, bite-sized assignments called “Tasks”. 

3.4. Tasks

A task is a short and concrete action which the online volunteers( hired and administered by the village facilitator ) undertake in order to complete the ‘Steps’.  A task need to be specific enough so that it’s achievable within 2-8 hours. 

The online village facilitators have got the administration right of the online village and can add/edit/delete issues, projects, steps and tasks.


3.5. Shared Work Document


In order to let the online village be active, it is the village facilitator’s duty to let all the involved online volunteers know what has already been done and what still needs to be done in an online village, so a shared work document is necessary to make the above things clear.

A Shared Work Document could be a web page that can be edited by everyone. All members of the online Village can contribute to the document. 

The better a shared work document is organized the better an overview it will provide for visitors and online volunteers and the easier it will be for them to start participating. Village facilitators need to keep newcomers in mind when organizing the document. The following points are quite important:

	The shared work document should start with an ‘Introduction’-paragraph. This paragraph serves to orient visitors and new online volunteers willing to participate in the online village.  The introduction is meant to give newcomers a concise overview of what has been done and what still needs to be done. In the Introduction facilitators need to explain what the document is about and what is needed.  A detailed requirement is necessary.  For example, when looking for educational materials for children, specify what kind of materials are needed, pens, pencils, note books or text books, and how many materials are needed, how to send them to children in need of help, etc.


	In many cases the online volunteers need to produce a list of organizations, successful examples and so on. In these cases it is better to insert a table with predefined column titles and one or more examples, so that old and new comers can see what they can do to help.


	Keep the documents short and simple


	Keep it updated. The facilitators need to copy-paste all the important information contributed by online volunteers in the discussion area.

The village facilitator need to make a clear paragraph structure with headings that speak for themselves and are clear to newcomers
	The village facilitator need to make clear distinctions between instructions and the content of the document
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3.6 Message Writer tool
The Global Calling-for-Help Center also need to provide the mass e-mail service to guarantee that all the village facilitators can send out mass e-mails to contact potential online volunteers.
When an online volunteer register to join the Global Calling-for-Help Center, he or she needs to provide his or her basic information, for instance, nationality, academic background, working experience, sex, age and e-mails.  The “message writer tool” enables village facilitators to send out mass e-mails to all the registered online volunteers of the Center, telling them the basic information of the local community and calling the online volunteers for help.  If the online volunteer is willing to help the village, he or she can log onto the village web page, read the issue, project overview, steps and tasks and contribute their resources in the discussion area and in the shared work documents.
The message writer can contain three templates for the village facilitator to use: 

1. Newsletter – Inform involved online volunteers of recent happenings in the Village, things to come, tasks that need completion, social news, etc.
2. Invite new online volunteers to join one Village – Send out invitations to all the registered online volunteers of the Center to join one Village and take on tasks.
Welcome new online volunteers to one Village – Sent to a new online volunteer who has recently joined the Village as a welcome note. 

The design of the message writer:
Village facilitator Log in
Facilitator Administration Menu
Message Writer tool
	The village facilitator can select to which email addresses he or she wishes to send a message.

The village facilitator then selects the template he or she wishes to use (Invitation, newsletter or welcome message to new online volunteers)
Using the template, fill in the text of message
Click on ‘Send test message’ to send a test message only to the facilitator his or herself
Make changes if necessary
Click on ‘Send Message’ to send the newsletter to all online volunteers 
 
A specific example on how an online village can achieve its ultimate goal
Suppose a group of children from a local community in Madurai, India do not have enough money to start school education.  The local representative of Madurai, India This local representative can be a member of this community or a member of a local India NGO willing to help children in Madurai, etc. write letters to the Global Calling-for-Help Center to ask for help.  Then an online village is created.  A facilitator trainee is appointed to be the Madurai online village facilitator by the online community manager of the Asian continent.  The new facilitator draft a project management plan and the project, steps and tasks can be:
Project:  Help children in Madurai, India to start school education
Steps to achieve the project:
	In order for a Village to apply for and be eligible for funding,  it first needs to be formally organized into a registered entity. Thus the village, or its organized members must be registered locally, so the first step can be “help the people in the local community (Madurai, India) form a charity”

Many international organizations or private and public companies usually prefer to donate money to a registered entity(NGO) that has a very clear website (apart from a web page on the Global Calling-for-Help Center)  So the second step might be “help the local community build up a formal website”
The third step could be “draft a fund raising proposal for further use”
The fourth step could be “ find potential funding resources for children in Madurai”
The fifth step could be “organize the money transfer”

Concrete tasks to achieve each step:
Tasks for step 1:  
 (1)  find requirements to register as an NGO in India
(2) help do the registration process

Tasks for step 2:   
	find low-cost or even free web domains and free web-hosting places for the 

potential website
(2)decide the website’ navigation structure, for instance, the local community’s potential website can include four pages, “home page”, “about us” page, “contact us” page and “project overview” page
(3)hiring online volunteers to write web page texts
(4)online volunteers with web development skills to build up each web page
(5)website maintenance and administration

Tasks for step 3:
(1)  decide the fund raising proposal structure, for instance, this kind of proposal can usually be divided into the following parts:  Cover Sheet and/or Cover Letter,  Proposal Summary (also called Executive Summary), Background on the Organization (could be in an appendix in some proposals),  Needs Assessment or Statement,  Goals and Objectives Methods,  Program Design, and/or Strategies for fulfilling the goals and objectives,   Timeline,  Evaluation,   Future Funding (Plan for Sustainability),   Budget/Budget Narrative, Supplementary Materials 
(2) hiring online volunteers to finish each part

Tasks for step 4:
	find funding resources on the internet or around, their contacting information, application criteria , examples of other projects the organization has funded, etc
	from this long list, select the organizations that are most probable to fund the Madurai project.
	contact the organization informally, by sending them an email asking for information, who to contact, whether they are interested in the Madurai project or not, etc
	Send the drafted proposal, together with the cover letter to the organizations that are interested in the Madurai Project and wait for their response.


Tasks for step 5:
	Once an organization is willing to donate money, arrange the money sending process
	Have a Thank You Plan ready after receiving funding
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